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Abstract
This report contains the development and construction of a new patented doctor blade. A doctor
blade is used when creping soft paper from a large rotating Yankee cylinder. At the current state
the doctor blade are in use for four to six hours before it needs to be switch due to wearing,
stopping the production of soft paper. The new idea is to have a very long and small blade that
will slide into a fixed blade and be continuously pulled when creping paper. The company CS
Production had a concept of the fixed blade but wanted to further develop it since the blade was
too wide.
Measurements where done with the old blade and with the old testing device to measure the
pull force required to pull the blade. New concepts where made by the method of brainstorming
and evaluated with an elimination matrix. Rivet joints where selected as the joining technique
for the new design. The new concept contains one dominant blade that smaller parts were
assembled to form the final blade. The material selected for the dominant blade and the section
blade was a cold rolled stainless spring steel strip and for the middle disc the material was
aluminum bronze string casted. Test on the pull force required where done with the new doctor
blade in the new test rig. FEM simulation where done on a small part of the blade to see where
stresses are occurring in the blade. The FEM result showed that no stresses where on the middle
discs, rivets or section blades. This is not reliable results because the small doctor blade is
pushing down onto the middle discs and stresses should be occurring on the discs. Further
testing is needed to see if the blade can withstand the forces applied to it.
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1. Introduction
In Säffle, Sweden lays the company CS Production. They have a patented idea for soft paper
industry. They hope to improve the idea with a new type of doctor blade which will, hopefully,
reduce material loses and increase the productivity of the paper machine.
This new product will not only be constructed and developed, it also needs to be tested and
evaluated before production. Therefore, this project was divided into two projects. While the
first one will focus on the construction and development of the new blade invention and the
second one will focus on the testing arrangement. This report handles the first part, the
development of the new doctor blade.

1.1 Background
In the soft paper industry, creping is the manufacturing process that makes the paper soft. The
process begins with a wet paper sheet transferred to a heated and rotating Yankee cylinder see
figure 1. In order to get the paper on to the Yankee cylinder, a coating is first applied on the
cylinder. When the sheet is applied to the Yankee cylinder it dries before reaching the doctor
blade. By applying a force on the doctor blade that is great enough to make the sheet of paper
detach from the cylinder the sheet will begin to crepe which give the paper its final properties.
The coating has a very important role in the making of paper. There are more reasons for the
coating to be applied then just to make the paper stick to the cylinder. The coating also protects
the cylinder and the doctor blade from mechanical wear (chatter marks), it improves the drying
of the paper and protects the cylinder from corrosion and it enables angle change for the doctor
blade. The coating also reduced the mask effect of adhesives (reducing the effect of chemicals in
order to get better creping) [1].

Figure 1. Yankee cylinder with components.

The impact angle from the doctor blade is important factor to get a good crepe. Low impact
angle gives the paper a high bulk and large impact angle results in low bulk paper see figure 2.
High bulk paper is soft paper, high volume per weight (low density). Although low impact angle
can cause the poor creping hence the crepe paper sheet needs to slide over the top side of the
creping blade easily. Therefor the right angle giving a good balance between good crepe and high
bulk is required. Depending on the paper and coating a good doctor blade are in use normally
used for about four to six hours before it needs to be changed due to wearing. When changing a
doctor blade the blade is released from the Yankee cylinder and pulled out by hand. Keep in
mind that a blade can be up to seven meters long depending on the size of the machine, and
therefore requires three to five operators to change it while the Yankee is still active and are
running at full speed. [1]

Figure 2. Different impact angles give different bulk.

1.2 The new inventions and patent description
CS Production new invention wants to reduce the large time loses caused by the recurrent
changing of the doctor blade and the risks of operating closely to the large, spinning, Yankee
cylinder. If the doctor blade is not changed in time the creping of the paper will be poor and the
Yankee cylinder may be harmed by chatter marks, if so the cylinder needs to be regrind to get an
even surface. The cylinder is a pressure vessel and can only be regrinding x times, depending on
Yankee cylinder, before the thickness is too small and needs be applied with a new wearing
surface. Thence the idea with a smaller, continuously pulled doctor blade born and patented [2].

The older, fixed doctor blade will in fact be replaced by two parts. The first part is the carrier
blade which contains a slot where the second part, the smaller creping blade with a much
greater length then the Yankee cylinder will slide in. The total height of the two blades, when the
small blade is in the slot, is about the same height of the original fixed doctor blade. With a
puller the crepe blade will slide which a certain velocity in the fixed blade making it possible to
change the blade progressively while the production is at full speed see figure 3. Since the crepe
blade will wear more with the length of the Yankee cylinder the paper quality will not be the
same everywhere. This can be solved by a new patented idea that will make it possible to have
different pressure and angle along the cylinders length [3].

Figure 3. Image shows the idea of the new invention.

1.2.1 Doctor blade patent summary
The doctor blade is divided into two parts, one fixed blade with a slide where the smaller crepe
blade can slide in. With a puller the crepe blade can continuous be pulled while the production
still going at full speed. This to reduce the production stops when changing the doctor blade. The
crepe blade will have a material with a wear resistance lower than the Yankee cylinder to reduce
the wear on the cylinder. The dimensions for the crepe blade are 15x0.7 mm2 with a length much
greater than the Yankee cylinder. This small area on the crepe blade gives the possibility to store
the blade on a roll. One negative aspect for this invention is that the space at the sides for the
paper machine needs to be increased to make room for the roll of the crepe blade and on the
other side for the puller device [2].

1.3 Project description
This project contains the development and construction of the fixed blade that the small crepe
blade will slide in, the material for the crepe blade is a cold rolled hardened steel strip (ss 177004). CS Production had already constructed a prototype of this blade but was not satisfied with
the result and wanted to further develop the blade. The old blade contained three parts that was

assembled with bolted joint and was giving the name sandwich blade. To create the slide the
middle part was assembled lower compared to the other two parts see figure 4.

Figure 4. Original blade assembled with three different parts to create a sandwich blade.

The problem with bolted joints is that they taking up too much room which makes the wide of
the blade to great, risking harming the Yankee cylinder. In this project a new design of the
“sandwich blade” will be created to delete this problem. The pull force required to pull the crepe
blade while the production of paper is on will be reduced to save energy. Data from the existing
test rig at CS Production will be collected and new will be made in order to understand the
problems and how to increase the viability of the blade. To be able to rank the new
measurements of the new blade it will be compared to the old data from the test rig.
Calculations will be made of the forces on to the blade.
1.3.1 Goal and purpose
Goal: The goal for this project is to develop a concept and design for a sandwich blade prototype
which can be used in the test rig at CS Production.
Purpose: Achieving test results that shows that the blade construction is durable for the tasks
when creping soft paper.
Demands for the fixed blade:
 The dimension range for the blade needs to be so it can fit in an existing paper machine
 The stiffness of the blade should be in a range that when forces are applied to the blade
it can apply pressure on the Yankee cylinder and yet be able to withstand the forces
from the creping blade and coating.
 Withstand corrosive environments
 The distance between the Yankee cylinder and the blade needs to be small enough to
not endanger the Yankee cylinder.
 The blade needs to be able to perform at temperature range between 50-100°C.

Aim:


Generate concepts and finding adequate joining technique for the doctor blade







Using concept evaluation to rank the different concepts
Analyzing fitting materials for the doctor blade
Calculating and estimating the forces acting on the doctor blade
Making 3D CAD models of the selected concept
Analyzing the final concept when forces are acting on the final concept using FEM
program.

1.4 Work distribution
My contribution in this project was the creation of different concepts, concept evaluation and
selecting a concept for further development. All the pull force tests with the pressure range from
1 to 5 bars where made by myself or with the help from one more person. To find materials
suited for this project the material selection program CES Edupack was used. A study in joining
techniques to learn more about the method used today and too see the pros and cons.
Calculations on the force from the pressure fingers, all 3D CAD models, Abaqus FEM model and
the documentation was made by me.
By working with CS production the final concept, material selection and joining technique of the
sandwich blade where made.

2 Method
2.1 Measurement on old and new testing devices
Measurements were made on the force required to pull the sliding creping blade (while it is
under pressure) and on the pressure distribution by the pressure arms on the doctor blade [4].
These measurements were made with the already existing sandwich blade and not with the new
improved doctor blade.
2.1.1 Force measurements on the sliding blade
The force measurement of the sliding blade was measured by a newton meter that was attached
in between two blades, where one is the creping blade and the other one is the same kind of
blade pulled by the drawing device see figure 5. The newton meter is connected to a weight
indicator showing the value of the force [4]. The measurements were done with different
pressures in the pressure vessels, starting with 1 bar and increased by 0.5 bars up to 5 bars.

Figure 5. CAD-image showing the placement of the Newton meter (yellow part).

2.1.2

Measurement on the sliding blade
Measurement done by CS Production before this project started. The test where done with the
old testing device[4] and with the original blade. When applying a pressure the fingers are
applying a force on to the doctor blade pressing it against the Yankee Cylinder. The test where
done from 1-3.5 bar. See the results in table 1 and figure 6.
Table 1. CS Productions test of pulling force required with different pressure.

Pressure (Bar)
1
1,5
2
2,5
3
3,5

Pull Force (N)
360
600
790
1050
1280
1450

Pull Force Measurement
2500
2000
1500
Pull Force (N)
1000

Pull Force

500
0
1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

Pressure (Bar)

Figure 6. CS Production test, chart showing the relation between pressures and pulling force

The test where done with the original blade at first but the value from the pull force where
increasing with time making the value poor data to reference to. This forced for a change in the
blade, the blade where applied with three small plugs to make sure that the crepe blade did not
cut into the fixed blade and getting more stuck with time when the crepe blade where pulled.
With this change the value got more stable and data could be collected. The test where done
from 1-5 bars. Results are shown in table 2 and figure 7.

Table 2. Project test of pulling force required with different pressure.

Pressure (Bar)
1
1,5
2
2,5
3
3,5
4
4,5
5

Pull Force (N)
304,4
638,3
962,36
1276,6
1581,02
1993,46
2307,7
2661,22
2896,9

Pull Force Measurement
3500
3000
2500
Pull Force (N)

2000
1500

Pull Force

1000
500
0
1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Pressure (Bar)

Figure 7. Project test, chart showing the relation between pressures and pulling force.

2.2 Concept generation
The original idea was built around three parts to create the sandwich blade. It is a simple way to
create the slide with right heights to the edges. The middle blade can be selected with another
material to decrease the friction force. However if the material selected in the middle part is
expensive the concept will be costly (Figure).
The method used to generate new concepts was with brainstorming. The method applies that
there is no bad concept or no really restriction of what might work or not. The concepts
generated with this method are then evaluated too see if they are worth spending more time on.
The concepts that don’t pass the first evaluation might be too irrational or just not help with
solving the problems [6].
2.2.1 Concept generated
Two parts design is more complicated to achieve compared to the Original idea. The upside for
this concept is the tolerance for the parts makes it easier to assembly the blade without lesser
problems. But in this concept another material to reduce the friction force cannot be selected
see figure 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Sketch on the two part concept

Figure 9. Two part Sandwich blade CAD image, 3D view and slide view

Tooth design just like the original idea but with a twist, the middle blade will be given grooves to
decrease the contact area though with too much space between the grooves the force on to the
Yankee cylinder will be less between the grooves giving uneven crepe. The middle part can also
have a different material but will have the same negative as the original idea if the material is
expensive see figure 10, 11 and 12.

Figure 10. Sketch on the concept tooth design

Figure 11. Tooth design CAD image, front view.

Figure 12. Tooth design CAD image, slide view.

Support point has three parts but instead to have the middle part to support the sliding there is
cylinders that will support this. This make the design very complicated for manufacturing but the
crepe blade has no change in sliding between the edges of the parts if the jointing is poor. It also
reduces the contact area when the crepe blade is pulled in the slide. Requires less expensive
material then the original idea and tooth design but with too much space between the points the
crepe will be uneven see figure 13, 14, 15 and 16.

Figure 13. Sketch on support points design

Figure 14. Support point concept CAD image, slide view.

Figure 15. Support point concept CAD image, front view.

Figure 16. Support point concept CAD image, 3D view with cylinder extracted from the blade.

2.3 Concept evaluation
The different concept can be evaluated in different steps in order to rank them making it
possible to know what concept should be removed or selected for further investigated. The
evaluation starts with an elimination matrix to remove all bad or impossible concepts, in this
elimination the concept are evaluated if they fulfill different criteria or not. After this step
another evaluation is made to be able to rank the remaining concepts, this evaluation is called
the Relative decision. This is done by picking one of the remaining concepts as the reference and

then comparing all the others to this one with a number of selected criteria’s. The criteria’s can
be weighted to find the most valuable concept [6].
The main problem in this case has been selected to be the dimension of the slide and the whole
blade is in an acceptable range.
The rankings for the elimination matrix are showed in table 3.
Table 3. Rankings in elimination matrix

+ Yes
No
?
Requires more information
!
Check to specification
Elimination matrix can be seen in table 4.
Table 4. Elimination matrix.

Concept

Solves main problem?

1 Original
2 Two part
3 Tooth
4 Support

+
+
+
+

All
demands?
+
+
+
+

Realizable?

Safe?

Economic?

Decision

+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

Elimination of Two part concept: The 90° angle in the slide is impossible to create. A small
chamfer will be created instead which is not wanted in the slide, this concept will not pass the
elimination state.
Relative decision
Criteria for the relative decision matrix can be seen in table 5.

Table 5. Criteria for the relative decision matrix

A An expensive material selection in middle part can be reduced
B Few parts, simple design
Relative decision matrix see table 6.
Table 6. Relative decision matrix

Criteria
A
B
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value

Solution alternatives
1
Reference Concept

0

3
0
0
1
1
-1

4
+
1
0
1
0

Both the original blade and the one with support points have the net value zero. The weight of
the criteria’s are set to be equal, both are important factors in order to get a good concept.
Further development will be done when the material and joining technique are selected.

2.4 Material selection
CES Edupack is a program where it is possible to view different materials and collect what
mechanical properties, price, density, chemical composition and what application the material is
commonly used in. It is also possible to screen the materials if the operator wants to find which
materials have the requirement for a certain task. The materials that pass all limits can be
plotted in a diagram with different variables in the axels making it possible to observe which
material is both cheap and strong.
Selecting the limits was the first step in this project material selection. Young’s modulus was
selected to 200-250 GPa, minimum service temperature of 80°C, selecting a grade of excellent to
resistance of fresh and sea water. After this step all the materials that don’t meet the
requirements are removed. The next step where to plot the materials to each other with the
axel selected to price in the X-axel and 1/Young’s modulus in the Y-axel. The motive to have the
Y-axel with 1/Young’s modulus is so the best materials are going to the origin direction in the
graph making it easier to see what materials are fitting for this application see figure 17 [7].

Figure 17. Edupack graph with materials that pass all the limits.

2.5 Joining techniques
2.5.1 Welding
Welding is a widely used method to joining metal parts together. The weld type for this
application will be resistance since the parts are on top of each other it’s not possible to add
material when wielding. The slide is to narrow and adding material in the slide would not be
something desired for the end result. In resistance welding the metal surfaces are clamed
together using two electrodes and at the same time high current are passing by the sheets of
metal from the electrodes. This will make the material to rise in temperature where the current
are passing through them, the temperature will rise in the sheets and they will start to melt in to
each other, when the current are turn off the melt will start to solidify forming a solid connection
between the sheets [8]. If the temperature from the melted zone becomes greater than the
materials recrystallization, grain growth temperature and the cooling are occurring slowly the
mechanical properties of the material are reduced significant. This is called heat affected zone
(HAZ) [9]. It can be reduced by wielding with methods that gives a high input of heat which result
in a fast cooling such as laser beam welding[9]. Effect of welding power and pressure by upset
welding a 304 austenitic stainless steel was investigate by one rapport. The papers result that
the tensile strength of the join decreased with the wielding power. Fatigue tests gave the result
that fatigue life of the joint decreased with welding power due to grain growth and the
formation of hot spots in the HAZ[10]. The heat from wielding can also make the parts deform,
this was detected when CS Production used seam weld to joining the parts of the blade. The slide
which should have a constant wide of 0.8mm in order for the crepe blade to fit, but after the
weld the part had deformed because of the heat and slide where too narrow for the crepe blade.
Another rapport investigated the effect of heat when wielding by a simulation. In the simulation
the heat source where moved around a tube with three different experimental with different
starts to end path in order to investigate the deformation of the tube after wielding, showing
that the deformation of the tube can differ depending on how the weld is operating. [11].

2.5.2 Riveted joint
Rivet has a cylindrical shaft with head and one side and a free end at the other side. It is placed
in a premade hole that has been made on the parts it needs to join and the free end of joint are
plastic deformed to create a joint for the parts. Cold headed is usually used for rivets with
diameter 8 mm or less, the rivet are pressed in the length making that the rivet is filling the hole.
After the heading the rivet will spring back which makes that no friction forces are acting on the
sheets, this also mean that a small gap between the shaft and the hole are existing, forces acting
on the parts will be on the rivets. Hot headed used when rivets have a greater diameter and are
heated up so the force required to plastic deform the rivet are reduced, when the rivet are
cooled it will start to shrink pulling and pressing the sheets together. The joining will make the
sheets have some sealing and friction force between the sheets. The friction force will take up
small forces but if the force is great enough to make the sheets glide the rivet will start taking up
the forces [12].

2.6 Friction
Equation 1

In equation 1[13] the F is the force required to move a body resting on a surface, W is normal load
applied on the body and the μ is known as the coefficient of friction. The coefficients is the ratio
between W and F and are unit free, the value can have a wide range from 0.001 for light loaded
bearing to greater than 10 for clean metals sliding against themselves in vacuum. Though for the
most the value have a range from 0.1 to 1 for materials sliding in air.
(1) The friction force is proportional to the normal load. For almost all materials lubricated or not
often follow this law quite good.
(2) The friction force is independent of the apparent area of contact. This law is not as explored
as the first law but still most material is well attested for this law except once again for polymers.
(3) The friction force is independent of the sliding velocity. The third law is less founded the than
the first two laws. The force required to start sliding is usually greater than the force needed to
maintain it, hence that coefficient of static friction is greater than the coefficient of dynamic
friction. But once dynamic friction is have started it is found to be nearly independent of the
velocity over a wide range, but at high sliding speed 10-100 m/s for metal coefficient of dynamic
falls with increased velocity [13].

2.7 The pressure from the fingers to the blade
The force from the pressure fingers see figure 18, needs to be calculated to be able to do a FEM
analysis. The calculations are done when the pressure acting on the fingers at one bar acting on a
hole with the diameter of 40 mm. The force applied to the blade was calculated to be 67,73 N
see equation 2-4.
Equation 2
Equation 3
Equation 4

Figure 18. Pressure fingers

2.8 FEM analysis
This method make it possible to make mechanical strength calculations for discontinues areas.
The method transforms advanced partial differential equation to easier calculated algebraic
equation. Complex areas are divided into small and discrete areas see figure 19 called finite
element. For this project a small part of the whole blade was selected in order to be simulated. If
the whole blade was selected it would take to many finite elements in order to get good result
and the time to simulate would take too long.

Figure 19. Modell divided into small areas.

The E-module and Poisson’s value can be selected in the program, the material itself are defined
as elastic material meaning that there are a linear condition between elongation and tension.
During the simulation, contact between the crepe blade and sandwich blade is occurring. This is
simulated with the interaction properties with surface of surface contact. To assign these areas a
master surface and slave surface are selected see figure 20. The master surface was selected as
the surface of the big part where the slide exists, all the circular rivet top area and the plates
where selected. The slave areas were the three sides of the crepe blade that contacts is
occurring. With this the mechanical properties are defined as tangential and normal direction.
The normal was selected as hard meaning that the surfaces can’t go through each other, and in
tangential friction are selected. During the simulation it will calculate the friction force with the
friction coefficient and the pressure applied to the blade. The friction value was selected to 0,2.

Figure 20. Master surface on the left side of the image, and slave to the right.

In order to make the simulation work, the blade needs to be locked as it is in the real test rig. The
bottom area of the big part was fixed in all direction so I can’t move at all. And where the crepe
blade will be in contact with the cylinder it was locked in x direction see figure 21, so it still can
be pulled but can’t bend when the pressure from the pressure arms. A velocity was added to

make the crepe blade to slide in the fixed blade, this was 0.5 mm/s and done for 20 seconds
which results in a total pull length of 10 mm see figure 22.

Figure 21. Edge locket in x direction

Figure 22. Image showing fixed regions and velocity.

The force that are applied when the crepe blade are in contact with the Yankee cylinder could
have been easily simulated by using a line force but the program would not add this force, so
instead a pressure was added with an angle to be as accurate to the real life as possible and was
selected to 10 bar. The pressure from the arms was added by creating a zone where the arms are
pulling the fixed blade this pressure was selected to 2.5 Bar by dividing 67,73N by the area from
the zone see figure 23.

Figure 23. Image showing the two pressure forces acting on the model.

Line force was not possible to add in the 3d-model, to create the pressure from the Yankee
Cylinder the model was added a chamfer with a certain angle where the solid line are in the
figure. This made it possible to add a pressure on the whole area where the chamfer existed see
figure 24.

Figure 24. Pressure from the Yankee cylinder moved to the solid line.

3 Results
Here all the results from the method will be presented this include the measurements from the
original blade and the new blade in the upgraded test rig. Showing the new design of the blade
and what materials that have been selected for each component in the blade and the result from
the FEM analysis.

3.1 Measurements of the pull force for the sliding blade with the new
blade
Table 7, Data on the force required to pull the sliding blade at different pressure

Pressure (Bar)
1
1,5
2
2,5
3
3,5
4
4,5
5

Pull Force (N)
221,9
421,8
580.8
731.5
884,0
1021,4
1151,6
1305.5
1449,1

Pull Force Measurement
1600
1400
1200
1000
Pull Force (N) 800
600

Pull Force

400
200
0
1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5
Pressure (Bar)

Figure 25, test with the new blade showing the relation between pressure and pull force.

3.2 The new design of the blade
The new idea is more complicated the original idea and needs more parts to assembly the blade.
The idea is built around to have one blade as a dominant part that smaller parts will be built onto
to form the slide. The blade front can be seen in figure 26 and the back view in figure 27. The
joining technique was selected to be riveted joints since this technique don’t give any heat when
joining the parts together, rivets selected have 3,2 mm in diameter and the minimum grip for
the joint is 3 mm. The distances between the rivets have been selected to 16 mm.

Figure 26. Front view of the new blade.

Figure 27. Back view of the new blade.

The rivet will join four unique parts together that has the total width of 3mm see figure 28, the
parts from right to left are the rivet disc, dominant blade, middle disc and finally the section
blade. All the parts will have holes drilled with the diameter of 3.2 mm so the rivets can assembly
all the parts. The big blade has the dimension of 115x1.2 mm in cross section and 1616 mm in
length direction. The holes drilled in the dominant blade will have distance of 16mm both in
distance to each rivet and to the top of the blade, a high tolerance are needed when making the
holes in the blade this to make the slide line straight and to make that the section blade will fit.
The middle disc is circular making it easy to assembly. To get the correct width of 0.8 mm in the
slide the middle disc has that same value in the width. The diameter of the discs is selected to 8
mm giving the slide height of 12mm to the top if the big blade. The section blades are the only
parts with two holes except the big blade making them that need the most accurate tolerance to
ensure that the holes will fit into the big blade. Two holes where selected to make sure that the
top line of the sections blade will be straight along the whole blade. Dimension for the section
blade are 15x31.5x0.5 mm. these dimension will give the lower height in the slide to 5 mm. The
gap between the sections blade are 0.5 mm. An explode view of the blade can be seen in figure
29.

Figure 28. Slide view on the new blade, total width of 3mm without the rivet.

Figure 29. Explode 3D view of the new blade.

3.3 Material selection
The materials for each part see table 8 and the properties for the material are showed in table 9.
The selection of the materials where done with CS Production. All material selected are good in a

corrosive environment. Figure 17 CES Edupack graph show that stainless steel is a good choice
for this application. Cold rolled stainless spring steel has a good resistant in corrosive
environments, high tensile strength, good resistant against deformation and are relative cheap,
CS Production had the same material for the original blade and where confident that this
material will be good for this application. The aluminum bronze string cast material was selected
due to its excellent resistant in corrosive environment, high strength, low oxidation rate at high
temperature and good anti friction properties. The rivets were selected with the material 316
stainless steel, it is commonly used in corrosive environment.

Table 8. Material selection for each part.

Big blade and Section blade
Middle disc

Cold rolled stainless spring steel strip[14]
Aluminum bronze string cast[15]

Rivet and rivet disc

Stainless steel. [7]

Table 9. Properties of the materials selected.

Tensile strength (MPa)
Cold rolled stainless 1500-1700
spring steel strip
Aluminum
bronze 595-645
string cast
Stainless steel
Min 480
3.3.1















Yield strength
(MPa)
1300

Young’s
(GPa)
190-210

260-325

110-115

7,6

Min 170

190-210

7,6-8,1

Chemical composition:
Cold rolled stainless spring steel strip composition % [14]
C 0,12%
Mn 2%
P 0,045%
S 0,03%
Si 1,5%
Ni 6,5-9,5%
Cr 16-19%
Mo 0,8%
Aluminum bronze string cast composition % [15]
Cu 77-82%
Al 8,5-11%
Ni 4-6%
Fe 2,5-5%
Limit of impurities:
Mn 1,5%

modulus Density
(Kg/dm3)
7,86





Pb 0,05%
Zn 0,5%
Other 0,3%

3.4 FEM results
Figure 30 shows the result for the fem analyses. The result showed that the stresses in the big
blade where approximately from 3-9 MPa which is really low and will not harm the blade. The
highest stresses at 30 MPa where on the crepe blade.

Figure 30. FEM result of the new blade.

All small parts where removed to see the stresses occurring at the holes see figure 31. The stress
concentration around the holes was approximately 5-9 MPa.

Figure 31. FEM result showing the stresses at the holes.

The stresses on all the small parts (rivet, middle disc and section blade) where zero or close to
zero see figure 32.

Figure 32. FEM result without the crepe blade or the section blades.

4 Discussion
When the concepts where generated I had the illusion that if the contact area are reduced when
crepe blade is sliding in the sandwich blade the pull force will decrease. This is of course not true,
looking at the equation for friction force the contact area is not involved see equation 1. The
pressure from the Yankee cylinder will be distributed onto the points, decreasing the points will
increase the normal force on each point making that the total pressure will always be the same
and giving the same pull force required to pull the crepe blade.
The new blade concept can have a different material in order to reduce the friction coefficient
but this will only reduce the pull force required slightly. To really reduce the pull force the
pressure from the Yankee cylinder needs to be reduced which is not possible or the blade should
have roll bearers instead of discs that the crepe blade can roll on, but this not reliable in this
concept since the slide only are 0,8 mm wide. I don’t know how good changing the material in
the middle discs just for reducing the friction coefficient really is, when making soft paper the
water, paper and coating will drain down in the slide changing the friction coefficient and
condition in the slide, further testing are needed to see what happens with the pull force over
time. The new design has an advantage when water, paper and coating running down in the slide
it has a way to run through the discs or between the section blades so that the slide don’t get to
narrow making it harder to pull or forcing the crepe blade to come out of the slide. The material
change to decrease the pull force is not efficient. To really reduce the pull force the pressure
from the Yankee cylinder needs to be reduced or the crepe blade needs to roll on roll bearers.
The width of the rivets has been set to be 16 mm see figure , this value is not confirmed to be
close enough to give even crepe, it is also possible that this space can be increased and still give
a good crepe making that the blade can have lesser parts. Further tests are needed on a Yankee
cylinder to see what width is required to give a good crepe.
Since the rivets used will be cold headed there is a risk that the parts assembled in the dominant
blade will have a free space which is undesirable, this can risk that the crepe blade will slide
between the middle discs and section blade making it harder to pull. If so, switching to hot
headed rivets will remove this risk since they will retract, pressing all the parts together when
the rivets are cooling.
Unfortunately the original blade was damaged during a test and data of the pull force with the
new testing device could not be obtained. But comparing the old data with the data from the
new blade it showed really promising values. The force required to pull the blade where reduced
quite significant and during the test the pull force where stabile and constant. The constant
value tells us that the small blade does not get stuck in the slide. Before the test with the new
testing device I assumed the force required to pull the blade would be higher compared to the
old data, I assumed this because the spinning cylinder should create a force pushing the small
blade down in the slide. But even though this force where applied the new blades pull force was
reduced. It’s unreliable to compare the data since the old data had a different blade and a
testing device with no spinning cylinder but i think the new blade shows promising values.

The friction coefficient for FEM was selected to be 0.2, this value is a bit low when looking on
values of friction coefficient for steel on other metals. When I tried to change the values above
0.2 in the FEM the simulation would crash and no data could be obtained.
Not be able to use a line force for the angle pressure made me to make a small chamfer on the
crepe blade see figure 23 and 24, this will make that the result will be slightly different than the
real value.
The pressure value on the crepe blade was selected to be 10 bars, this value is estimated and the
real pressure might be greatly higher. The real value can be collected when running a Yankee
cylinder at certain speed, collecting the data from the torque forces applied to the Yankee
cylinder before and after the crepe blade is creeping paper. This should make that the toque
force applied needs to be higher if the speed is the same on the Yankee cylinder when creeping.
The difference between before and after should be the value of the force applied to the crepe
blade. It is strange that the FEM results show that there are no stresses on the middle discs, the
crepe blade should be pressing down onto the discs and stresses should be created. Looking at
the result my first thought was that the blade might have a constraint not be able to move in the
Y direction but no such constrain exist. At the current state the FEM analyze can’t be trusted,
something is not correct in the model and to really see if the blade can withstand the forces, real
tests must be made. For future works on the FEM model I would recommend to check the
models different parts that they really are locked to each other and can’t move through each
other.
All of the pull force diagram showing a linear correlation see figure 6, 7, 25. This is expected if we
look at equation 1 for friction. It only contains two different variables (coefficient of friction and
normal load) which is multiplied together in order to get the friction force. Since coefficient of
friction is constant and increasing the normal load (pressure) constant the friction force (pull
force) would as well increase constant resulting in linear correlation. Keep in mind that the test
only where up to 5 bars and the linear correlation might not be true for pressure above 5 bars.
Since the slide is created with thin stainless steel the slide might decrease in width with greater
pressure, resulting by pinning the crepe blade and increasing the pull force required to pull the
blade. Note for future testing that to test the pull force up to 5 bars can be done by only two
pressure values just to get the gradient and all the other values can be estimated.

5 Conclusion
Reducing the contact area between crepe blade and sandwich blade will not reduce the pull
force required to pull the crepe blade.
The material change to decrease the pull force is not efficient. To really reduce the pull force the
pressure from the Yankee cylinder needs to be reduced or the crepe blade needs to roll on roll
bearers.
Further tests are needed with a Yankee cylinder to see what width between the rivets is required
to give a good crepe.

Using hot headed rivets as joining technique will eliminate the risk for the crepe blade to slide
between the middle discs and section blades.
It’s unreliable to compare the data since the old data had a different blade and a testing device
with no spinning cylinder but i think the new blade shows promising values.
The FEM models result are not reliable and further work with it are required to get trustworthy
results.
All the pull force diagrams are showing a linear correlation. For usage with this crepe method
above 5 bar further tests are needed.
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